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Not Ranting, Just Venting
Men have to know when to keep
their mouths shut or women will
put them in their place.
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Explosion
in S. Korea
kills 120

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19,2003

King Library
to open on time

It will be business as usual for students.
She said she was concerned about
More than 100 others
’file new Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. the idea of dedicating the top two and
Library is scheduled to be open three floors for student use because it
injured in subway inferno Joint
for business in 184 days with formal would not be easily regulated for stuDAEGU, South Korea (AP) Kim
grand opening celebrations taking dents and the public alike.
"It’s an awesome venture," Prechtl
Ho-keun, a 68-year-old grandfather,
place Aug. 22 and Aug. 23.
was about to get off the crowded sub"We will begin moving the collec- said. "It is such a huge library and it
way when an explosion knocked him
tion from the San Jose State will be neat to see it come together,
to the floor. lie awoke in darkness
University Clark Library and the but how will the hours for the public
minutes later, gasping for breath and
Senter Storage facility to the new and students work?"
Himmel said the new library will be
desperate to escape a fiery attack that
King library in mid-April," said
killed at least 124 people on Tuesday.
Patricia Senn Breivik, dean of the open for about 81 hours a week for
everyone.
Struggling to call for help, Kim
university library.
"The university is planning to have a
feared the worst until he heard a rescue
"The lower level of Clark (Library)
worker’s voice,
will be used to house a new SJSU study/computer lab that will be open
"I couldn’t see him, but I saw his
Student Success Center," Breivik said. to students for more hours than that,"
flashlight, so I grabbed his hand," Kim I The purpose of the center is to assist he said.
"A new major facility could bring in
said from his hospital bed, tubes supstudents in developing a range of
plying him with oxygen. "It was then
skills from writing, language and more people and change the user ,patthat I thought to myself I’m going to
research to computer literacy, accord- terns that presently don’t overlap,"
live."
ing to the committee developed on said Himmel. "The whole downtown
Kim was one of the fortunate in
Nov. 22, 2002, by the Academic library is going there."
Some other students like the idea of
Daegu, South Korea’s third-largest
Senate executive committee that procity.
vides regulatory guidelines for the the remote access via telephone and
the
Internet with wireless laptops as
The fire started about 10 a.m. when
university.
a man lit a container of flammable liq"It is an integrated collection of sup- well as lab access to computers that
port services to help students suc- will be available in the new library.
uid and tossed it. The blaze incineratIn addition to the four computer
ed two six-car subway trains, killed at
ceed," said Don Kassing, SJSU vice
least 124 people and injured 145, onepresident for administration and labs, Breivik said the new library will
have about 40 small study rooms as
third of them seriously.
finance.
On Wednesday, authorities said
The other floors in Clark Library well as four instructional labs where
will be used for classrooms and faculty can bring their students.
about 300 people were also reported
"It will also have the same things
administrative offices, Breivik said.
missing but added that the number
are currently available at Clark
Most of the details are being coordi- that
was greatly inflated. "That doesn’t
she said. "Access to assismean that all of them were killed_yesnated by the student success center (Library),"
tive technology will be there as well."
terday," said disaster official Koo Boncommittee and in facilities planning,
Technicians
are currently wiring the
It is still uncertain what will be hap- new building for
loin. "People just report their family
voice data, she said.
members who did not ’mum home."
pening to the original downtown There
will be 400 public computers
Also Wednesday, forensic experts
King library building, said Ned and space
for laptops with hundreds
Himmel, the assistant director of the of hot seats
gathered scorched human remains for
that will be located
public library.
identification as rescuers returned for
throughout the stacks where laptops
one last effort to search for the miss"It might become office space for can be plugged right in.
the city, he said. "Another possibility
ing.
"You can pick your space," she said.
is that it will revert back to the con’People could have hidden to escape
Breivik also said, "As students walk
vention center."
the smoke, last night we did a final
into the new King Library, they will
Himmel said there will be little discover
search but we have found nothing,"
a fin, learning environment
change from the way the old King with something
Daegu Mayor Cho Hae-nyoung told
on for everylibrary is working except for the loca- one. Every floor going
teporters.
will have something
tion and the converging of the collec- unusual."
A suspect who police say has a histotion.
ry of mental illness was under interroExploring the different artistic con"We will be opening the new King
gation. Police said they did not know
of the will be up to every stu(Library) without additional staff as cepts
what motivated the attack or what
to discover, she said. Students
the city is still experiencing a budget dent
substance the attacker used to start the
be able to walk along the lower
crunch. There will be room to grow will
blaze.
passage and hear the riffling
and we will be keeping many of the level
The fire began in one train at a stasound
of pages from a book. The
top and bottom shelves empty," he theme for
tion, igniting seats and spreading to
the seventh floor is "Wise
said.
another train as it pulled in, officials
Crack" based on earthquake faults
Breivik said new student jobs will be with funny quotes about reading and
said. More people died in the second
created as well.
train because many of the doors failed
Breivik said.
"There will be a lot to do," she said. libraries,
to open, trapping passengers.
Students will be able to see about 30
Dori Prechtl, a junior majoring in dioramas
YThl TV news channel reported the
of author John Steinbeck
kinesiology, said she is impressed with
second train arrived four minutes after
the joint library, but wants to know if
the fire started. It was not clear why
See UBRARY, page
the second train was not warned of the
fire or diverted from the station.
Many bodies were burned beyond
recognition. Officials said they would
have to wait for DNA tests to confirm
the number of dead, which could take
weeks.
Other people died of asphyxiation on
University of Michigan’s affirmative
By Falguni Bhuta
the train platform. One man said his
action admissions policy.
Daily Staff Writer
missing daughter called by mobile
Affirmative action is a policy or a
phone to say there was a fire and the
program that seeks to redress past disA
coalition
of
University
of
subway door wasn’t opening.
crimination to underrepresented
Firefighters gave horrifying accounts California students and alumni, minorities such as blacks, Hispanics
known
as
Students
of
Color
Against
of the scene underground. Many bodthrough active
Resegregation in Education, filed a and Nativeto Americans
ies were found on the subway stairs,
ensure equal opportunity,
legal brief Tuesday with the U.S. measures
as in education and employment.
Supreme Court in support of the
See SUBWAY, page 6
Drafted entirely by law students, the
By Janine Stanhope
Daily Staff* Writer

Verna Kirkendall / Daily Staff
Construction continues on the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library, which is located at the corner of San
Fernando and Fourth streets. The grand opening is scheduled to be held on Aug. 23.

UC law students file brief supporting affirmative action

-11

brief contains personal testimonials
about the experiences of students of
color from the UC law schools after
the ban on the race conscious admissions policies passed in 1996 under
California’s Proposition 209, according to the UC students and alumni
coalition. Law schools involved in this
exercise are UCLA Law School, IIC
Berkeley Boalt Hall, UC Hastings

College of Law and UC Davis School
of Law.
"California’s Proposition 209 was a
ballot initiative that stated that race is
one of the factors that could not be
used as a criterion in public education,
public employment and public contracting," said Marisol Arriaga, a
UCIA law student and a member of
the coalition

She said this brief is being filed to
hear and revisit the constitutionality of
affirmative action and the admission
policies at University of Michigan at
the undergraduate and law school
level.
"(The lack of affirmative action) has
impacted the classroom environment

See BRIEF, page 4

Web site makes applying for scholarships easier

Play that funky music
int

By Norikazu Ambo
Daily Staff Writer
Some San Jose State University students are
wondering how to apply for scholarships,
where to get information about them and
what criteria are required for them.
The Web site, http://scholarships.sjsu.edu,
would be the gateway to answer all questions,
said Maureen Evans, scholarship coordinator
at SJSU.
"Scholarships are basically for every stuthink everyone should
dent," Evans said.

for them."
Alfonso De Alba, Associated Students executive director, who is in charge of two scholarships; the Executive Council Scholarship
and the Board of Directors Scholarship, said,
"One of the most important things students
should be informed of is that scholarships are
always available for people who are eligible."
According to the Financial Aid and
Scholarship Office, more than 9(X) general
and departmental scholarships are available on
campus, ranging from $100 to $1,000.
About 15,000 students are annually awarded
Apply

Financial Aid, said John Bradbury, associate
director at Financial Aid and Scholarship
Office.
So far, more than 350 campus and 400
departmental scholarships have been awarded,
Evans said.
The deadline for the scholarships presented
on the Web site is March 3 and she said students should begin preparing as soon as possible,
There are several processes required to cornplete the application firrni. according to the

See SCHOLARSHIPS, page 4

Sun here one day, gone the next; rain in S.J.’s forecast
By Annelinda Aguayo
Daily Staff Writer

&ion Yoneda

Daily Staff

Dana Guerin, a junior music major, comes to the music room every day to play
instruments. Guerin’s junior recital will be held on April 15 at 7 p.m in the San Jose
State University Concert Hall.

The sun was shining on San Jose State
University on Tuesday and students were all
over campus soaking it up before it was gone.
With a high of 59 degrees, Tuesday’s
the hottest temperspring-like conditions
ature San Jose has experienced in the last
three days could be followed by the possibility of rain and even thunderstorms today
and this evening, according to the National
Weather Service.

I lowever, those on s Arnim,. didn’t let the day
to go waste.
Five volunteers from City Year an educationally focused volunteer group for 17- to
24-year -olds were enjoying the sunshine
out on Tower Lawn.
"This is a very calming atmosphere to work
at," said Kathleen Lothrop, a volunteer with
City Year.
Milo Zaneski, another City Year volunteer,
said SJSU is a beautiful place and said he
enjoys the water fountain.
The City Year volunteers said they try to

chance.
"Our office is right across the street (on
Paseo de San Antonio near the Post Office)
so it’s easy to walk over and take a spot on the
grass," Lothrop said.
Just on the other side of Tower Hall, Ellen
Hooper, a junior majoring in interior design,
was sitting barefoot on the lawn in front of
Dwight Bentel Hall.
"I like to walk barefoot on the grass on a
sunny day," Hooper said.
Hooper, who described the sunny weather
come to SjSl. whenevel they get the

See WEATHER, page 6
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opposingviews:
Should San Jose State University
YES I A break in the day would
a ’University Hour?’
have
encourage student
interaction

Spartans, wake up. It is time for us to get out of our chairs and wipe the sleep from our eyes.
Measure X is a plan that will give us the strength to pick up a sword instead of a pillow.
Measure X, also known as the University Hour, is a time during the middle of the day where
no classes would be taught. The purpose of this is to build a unified campus community and
to enlighten our university spirit through lunch hour activities.
San Jose State University lacks school spirit. Intellectuals scurry from the classroom to work,
not having time for leisure activities. Representatives in student organizations fail to attend
scheduled meetings. Athletic games have poor attendance.
University Hour can alter this behavior. If implemented, interactive activities can transform
students from passive to participatory.
The lunch hour would be designed to enable students to
participate in extracurricular activities. Spartans already
committed to student
organizations would no
longer have to worry
about schedule conflicts.
Since time is already
arranged, students could
not use personal schedules as a reason not to
attend meetings.
At the same time, the
noon hour would be the
perfect opportunity for
Spartan warriors to get
involved in campus
affairs. Students can
take the time to learn
about student organizations and choose which
options are the most
intriguing.
The hassle of trying to
balance school and work
is
eliminated.
Undergraduate
and
balscholars
graduate
ancing school workload
and a job can take
advantage of this time to
get involved.
Students
at
the
University of Illinois at
WENDY LOPEZ
Chicago have already
implemented such a program. During the brown bag hour,
music artistry in categories such as dance, folk and Rock
Age are arranged for students’ enjoyment.
Spartans could have the same, but with events tailored to
their inteiebts.
Students could control the genre of music they would like
to hear. Students could voice the type of dance they would
like to see. Entertainment options would only be limited to
the amount of active voices demanding musical preference.
A unified lunch hour is a method by which SJSU can relieve itself from "commuter streptococcus."
Our campus silence is similar to that of public transportation. Bus riders and Spartans alike
break silence only to murmur when a stranger steps into his or her territory
Inside a classroom, students rarely speak with the professor. Outside, students do not speak
with other students.
The campus is mute. Individuals walking on sidewalks hurriedly pass one another.
Occasionally, there is the one student who smiles and says hello.
Measure X would bring life to the campus. Imagine a campus where students actually "hang
out" with other students they do not already know. Faculty members and students would
interact as well. The bonds created between the two groups would benefit all individuals.
Individuals would learn to initiate conversations. A person who once was a stranger is now a
friend.
University Hour would also change the meaning of diversity. In a sense, the campus is
already diverse because a variety of ethnicities are represented. If you take a closer look, students tend to interact with those of the same flesh color.
University Hour would help mesh our colors. The hour is created so that students can relax
and free their minds from bookwork. When people feel relaxed, they seem approachable and
easy to talk to.
Spartans, it is time to say yes to Measure X.
Wendy Lopeza
Spartan Dai6, Staff Writer.

NO I Getting classes and
scheduling is hard enough

At last Wednesday’s Associated Students meeting, the topic of Measure X Was brought
up. This measure was introduced as "University Hour." Its purpose would be to bring life
to SJSU and give it a "college" atmosphere
There would be no classes between noon and 1 p.m.,
allowing students to participate in activities or attend
events on campus. A.S. believes this would give students a better sense of
campus community.
Although this is a nice
idea, it is not a realistic
one. SJSU is a commuter
school. Most students’
main priority is to get
through their classes, and
for some, rush to the job
that helps pay for their
education.
Most students like to
schedule their classes
between 9 a.m. and 1:15
p.m. because it allows
room in the day for other
things.
For commuting students, it gives them a
chance to beat rush hour
traffic. After sitting in
class all day, the last thing
anyone wants to do is sit
bumper-to-bumper
in
traffic. "University Hour"
would make it difficult for
commuters to schedule
around this.
There are many commuting professors as well.
Some of them stay on 11
campus late enough as it
ANNELINDA AGUAYO
is. The last thing they need
to do is sit around campus
for an extra hour so that students can get a feel for what
"college life" is like.
Getting out of class at 1 p.m. allows working students to
maintain decent jobs that do not require obscure hours.
They get in and out early enough to allow study time.
Some SJSU students do take a break between classes during the proposed "University Hour." Many of them use this
time to grab a bite to eat.
Even with classes being in session at that hour, the
Student Union is overly crowded with hungry students battling through lunch lines and
fig_hting for a place to sit.
_ There are more than 30,000 students at SJSU, and having everyone on break at the
same time would cause mayhem at the Student Union. "University Hour" would only
bring more chaos to an already chaotic environment.
The most important thing that should be taken into consideration is that many classes were cut this semester because of budget cuts. This made scheduling classes really difficult for a lot of students, and more cuts are expected to be made next semester adding
to the difficulty. Students do not need the added stress of trying to schedule around
"University Hour."
It is understandable that students want to participate in campus activities and events.
They want that whole "going away to college" vibe, especially those that have chosen
SJSU as their college haven.
Can one hour in the day really give students a sense of what college life is really like?
The truth is, college life is what one makes it to be. To get a sense of what campus
community is, students have to be willing to participate in campus activities at their own
will. If "college life" is something students really want to experience, it will take more
than "University Hour" to give it to them.

"SJSU is a
commuter
school. Most
students’ main
priority is to get
through their
classes, andfor
some, rush to
the job that
helps pay for
their education."

’A unified
lunch hour is a
method by
which SJSU
can relieve
itselffrom
’commuter
streptococcus.’"

ILLUSTRATION BY GYL SINHBANDITH

Annelinda Aguayo is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

campusvoices
.10

"It would be bad because
I’m only here on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, and I need
to maximize the time I
havefor classes."

"I think it would be good
because the school spirit on
this campus sucks."

"We are here for academics,
not to hang out and watch
some shows. It’s hard to
make changes because it’s a
commuter school."

Joe Acejas

Desiree Maldonado

freshman, undeclared

junior, child development

John Meneses
junior, business management

Allen Arcibal
junior, management andfinance

"I think it’s a good idea
because it gives us a chance
to relaxfor an hour or two
before we have to go to
class."

"I think it’s a good idea
because you meet people
and interact with people.
I think it will motivate
people to get more
involved in school"
James Kostmayer

’1 just want to get in, get
out and go home. You can’t
do much with an hour
anyway."

freshman, nursing

senior, business

Ali Hifai

Compiled by Veronica Mendoza 1Photos by Karin Higgins
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Letter I
Politicians won’t be the ones in war
Deaf

editor,

Today’s college-age students are entering a state of global flux and most of them don’t even know it. We’re dealing. with a possible war in Iraq, the ongoing "war on terrorism" and the toss-up going on with North Korea.
These things will influence the rest of our lives, yet few of
us are informed. As of January 2003 there were 37,000
U.S. troops in South Korea. Bush is constantly calling in
troops to go to Afghanistan and Iraq. As educated people
we can reasonably deduct that a voluntary military force
will only go so far.
Remember Charles Rangel? He’s a Democrat from new
York, a veteran of the Korean War and is against going to
war with Iraq. "If OW great country becomes involved in

NOT RANTING, JUST VENTING

an all-out war, the sacrifice (Of a draft) must be shared," he
said in January. The draft idea was shot down, but it’s not
gone.
If we enter a war with Iraq, continue the war on terrorism and have to figtit North Korea to keep our promises to
South Korea, the U.S. may be forced to initiate a draft one that isn’t limited to men this time. As college students
and the future of this nation we need to stay informed and
make our views known. If we don’t speak out, who will?
The politicians won’t be the ones going to war - we will.
Michelle Jew
senior
journalism

Viewpoint I
Attempt to stop racial slurs is ’ridiculous’

might
ig life

Dear editor,
I am writing in response to an article written by Tony
Burchyris and Maria Vilklobos titled "County officials
seek to end the use of racial slur." I think it is important
to realize that it would be too difficult to regulate the language people use. Take the word "nigger for example.
This word originated in times of slavery and was used with
hateful connotation when Africans were brought to the
United States against their will. Today some African
Americans chan§ed the meaning of the word for themselves and call it nigga."
Though some may disapprove of using this word, it is
still accepted by many people in the African American
community The point is, the use of these words is relative
to who is speaking them. Some people consider the word
"nigger" to be a hateful, racial slur used against African
Americans. In a more modem sense, some use the word
not to describe a race, but an attitude. This is believed to
help society redefine the word from being racial to being
applicable to anyone who exudes ignorance.
The fact that the Santa Clara County Human Relations

in
get
cor
2

on.

Commission wants to eliminate these words and others
from being used is ridiculous. Let’s say people did stop
saying the word. Would it change their frame of mind?
To the people at the Santa Clara County Human
Relations Commission; if you’re reading this, the problem
isn’t people speaking such things. The problem is that
they are thinking them. Instead of being on a verbal
police patrol, the commission needs more programs to
promote diversification of mindsets within the communitY
The reality is that people will not stop saying things that
they feel. Whether or not certain words are taken offensively does not change the fact that they will be thought
and said. Banning racial slurs is only blanketing the problem. If society is not consistently made more culturally
educated and aware, then simply telling people that they
cannot speak certain words will neither stop people from
using them nor change their mindsets.
Sherry Canters
senior
communication studies

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired pubhcation date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
I SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
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Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running today: Spin, Abs Only, Turbo
Kickboxing, Night Spin, HiLo/Hip Hop, Body Pump, Cardio
Kickboxing, Contact Kickboxing,
Stretch/Flex/Relax. For more
information and class times, contact Matt McNamara at 924-6217.
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Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender Alliance
Meetings every Wednesday in the
Almaden Room of the Student
Union from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
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more

Nutrition Education Action Team
Free nutrition counseling by
nutrition and dietetics students
today from 3:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.
at the Sport Club. For more information contact Jen Styles, campus
nutritionist, at 924-6118.

is a
Iriter

MOSAIC
African Marketplace through
Feb. 21 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
the main floor of the Student
Union. The market place is a weeklong event, in which various vendors around the bay area will feature merchandise from various
African countries. There will be a
wide variety of art, jewelry, books,
fragrances, and clothing to browse
and purchase.

Career Center
Employer Presentation - HP
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Umunhtun Room of the Student
Union. For more information call
the Career Resource Center at
924-6031.
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Career Center
Internship workshop from 12:30
pm. to 1:30 p.m. in the Career
Center Workshop room. For more
information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.

efleo

A1EN’S BASKETBALL
VS.

Classes starting
soon!

Fresno State
Wednesday, February 19, 7:00 pm
and

vs.
Nevada

February 22 & March 10
San Jose Kaplan Center
100 Park Center Plaza, Suite 112

Saturday, February 22, 6:00 pm

Show off your Spartan spirit at Saturday’s
Fox Sports Net
televised game
SJSU students receive

Call us at 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit us online
at kaptest.com today to enroll!

FREE ADMISSION
( to all SJSU home athletic events

Test prep, admissions and guidance For life.
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EXPO Express Pass for SJSU students/alumni who
attend a workshop*
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"Women are some emotional creatures."
doesn’t mean that she’s PMSing. Can’t a woman have a
This is what one of my best friends, "Cornutt," said to bad day without it being PMS?
my best gal pal, "Telinga," and me over lunch not too
After laying out how easy it is to solve the great myslong ago. He said women are hard to figure out and are tery of women, Telinga and I had to tell Cornutt what we
too emotional.
thought of men.
"Oh, hell no," was exactly what he heard from us.
We told him men are hard to figure out. Unlike
Cornutt knew he’d said the wrong thing to the wron§ women, men don’t really like to talk much or show emogirls. The dynamic duo of Telinga and me, "Pandulcc,
tion.
was going to double team him and speak for all women,
How the hell is a woman supposed to know what a man
as well as denounce the male species. We were two is thinking if he doesn’t like to talk? When a woman
women on a mission.
asks, "what’s wrong?" it seems that the only response a
We began explaining to him that women are easy to man knows is the infamous, "nothing."
read and figure out. In fact, women are as
Sometimes we might get the occasional,
easy to read as an issue of "Playboy." Like
"just leave it alone. If we don’t, then this
in "Playboy," women usually bare it all
causes an argument because we’re prying
emotionally, that is. Most women want
and being annoying, but if we do, then
their men to know how they’re feeling.
we’re self-centered and didn’t care enough
to find out what was bothering our man.
Other than chocolate, attention is something many women crave.
It was while making this point that
Telinga said, "boys are drama kings."
Women love to talk, especially about
This is true.
themselves. Cornutt learned this as
A man will make a woman feel bad
Telinga and I continued to talk about
because she didn’t know how to talk to him.
ourselves, our experiences and the expeWomen don’t always know how to talk to
riences of other women we know.
men. Since guys don’t really like to talk
Men don’t have to listen to everything
we say, but as long guys pretend that they ANNEUN DA AGUAYO much it makes it hard for us to strike up a
conversation.
are, we’ll be happy. An occasional "uh
As some women might know, asking a man: "How was
huh" or "really" usually satisfies us plenty.
Men, just take your eyes off of Grand Theft Auto 3: your day?" will be answered with "Fine." Unless it’s
Vice City or Madden 2003 for a couple of minutes and something that pissed him off or boosted his ego, he isn’t
you’ll have one happy lady. A man who follows these two going to say much else. That’s kind of hard to work with.
So men tend to think "women are some emotional creasimple rules wont cringe the next time his lady asks:
tures," but fact of the matter is that we’re not. We’re so
"Can we talk?"
Cornutt said women like to nag. Women nag? Hell easy to figure out. Men just have to take the time to
yeah, we like to nag. We’ve learned this is the only way understand us.
Will men and women ever be able to figure each other
to get a man to do anything. Annoy him enough and the
task will get done. This certainly isn’t our fault. Ifs man out? Probably not. But they could with a little patience.
would do what was asked of him the first time, then Only time will tell when the great mystery of relationships between the sexes will be solved.
everything would be just dandy.
Until then, I hope that Cornutt learned from Telinga
So women tend to be emotional sometimes. It’s not a
and me, and hopefully he’ll watch what he says around
big deal.
We cry when we’re sad. Hell, we cry when we’re over- women.
whelmed with joy. It’s easy for a guy to distinguish
between the two kinds of tears. All he has to do is look
at the situation. Telling your lady it looks like she’s put
Annelinda Aguayo is a
on a few pounds brings on bad tears, and most likely a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
fight. Giving your lady a rose "just because" brings on
’Not Ranting, Just Venting appears every other Wednesday.
good tears.
Women smile when they’re happy
and frown when they’re sad.
Women definitely show when
they’re angry. By the way, a really
smart man wouldn’t ask if it was that
time of the month. Just because a
woman has a little bit of an attitude
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Asian American Christian
Fellowship
AACF is welcoming all to our
weekly fellowships. To seek Him,
to grow with Him and to have fellowship in His name, come join us

MOSAIC
Poetry Night on Feb. 20 from 7
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the Music
Listening room of the Student
Union. The purpose of this event
is to celebrate the art of poetry
and recognize how it has impacted
today’s society. This event features
various guest poets from the bay
area and students attending SJSU.
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The eternal differences
between men and women

Western Athletic Conference
Home Games
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Re-Entry and Commuter Help
Program
Brown bag lunchTime management: Tools, Techniques, and
Technology. Bring your lunchand
join us for a lively workshop on
time (and self) management from
noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Pacheco
room of the Student Union. For
more information contact Jane
Boyd at 924-5961.

MOSAIC
Music Videos: Images of African
Americans and Issues in Sexual
Health today from noon to 1:30
p.m. at MOSAIC Student Union.
Sponsored by PEP, Nutrition and
Peer Health, this workshop will
address the issues body image and
sexual health as reflected in music
videos. Topics such as alcohol,
drugs, race and class will be discussed.

171’1

every Wednesday night. We meet
in the Almaden -Room of the
Student Union at 7:30 p.m. For
more information contact Anh
Truong at 605-9684 or visit our
website at www.aacfsjsu.com.

Women’s Resource Center and
Feminist Majority Leadership
Alliance
Tickets are on sale now for the
Mar. 6 performance of "The’
Vagina Monologues" by and for
SJSU students and staff. Tickets
are available in front of the Student
Union from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. or
at the Women’s Resource Center in
ADM 249. Proceeds will benefit
YWCA Rape Crisis Center and
Support Network for Battered
Women. Students (w/ID) $5, general 17. For more information contact Erika or Lindsey at 924-6500.
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LIBRARY I Opening ceremonies slatedfor August
contenuedfrom page 1
fissure artifacts from along Route 66
that he might have collected coming
across country, she said.
A variety of artwork by Mel Chin
will be integrated throughout the
library, Breivik said.
"We need more art. Students are too
busy with everyday life and commuter
students tend to take care of compound objectives and not their creative side, said Sonny ICij, a senior
international business major.

it is good to have the feeling that
when and where you need it, the
library is available," he said.
"Overall, I think San Jose lacks the
enrichment and artistic form that can
be found in San Francisco."
Some students liked the idea about
merging the venture with the public
and the academic library environment.
"I love libraries and it is sad that
there is a cut in the public funding of
libraries," said Ben 13risek, a senior
and cognitive neuroscience major. "It

looks intergalactic and shiny and I’m
excited about the conceptual art."
Kij said he is looking forward to the
new opening.
"The new library will help the student body not only academically but I
think it will help the morale AS well,"
he said.
About four years ago, SJSU President
Robert Caret said he wanted to see it
opened by Fall 2003. With the opening
slated for August, he may be doing just
that - on time and on budget, he said
at a January press conference.

Caret appointed Breivik as the dean
of the university library in 1999. Her
goal was to, "provide a new model for
urban library service - one where the
whole equals more than the sum of
the pans."
"We are on schedule and we’ll have a
grand opening celebration with a ribbon cutting on Saturday, Aug. 23,"
Breivik said. "Freshmen will already
have been to orientation and others
will be coming back for the grand
opening with a football game and
dance to celebrate."

BRIEF Some said wealthy students have advantage
I

continuedfrom page 1
in a negative way since there is a
decrease in color," Arriaga said.
"Students of color feel they are
silenced and feel uncomfortable
speaking out before a class."
She mentioned all the states around
the country, with the exception of
Washington, Florida, Texas and
California, have adopted affirmative
action.
"This is the only brief filed by students who have experienced education
without affirmative action," Arriaga
said.
A lot of minority students don’t get a
chance to anend institutes of higher
education because they come from
bad schools, she said.
"Universities are biased toward
school districts that offer advanced
placement courses," Arriaga said.
Minority students don’t get the boost
and benefits of advanced placement
scores because their schools don’t offer
these classes."
Steven M. Millner, a professor in
African American studies at San Jose

State University, said he thinks people
should be focusing more on the -legacy
issue more rather than the affirmative
action issue. He said he finds it
appalling that students belonging to
the upper class, rich families get preference in admission over others.
"Affirmative action is being stigmatized while legacy students, who are
sons and daughters of upper class
alumni, are given preference for their
family connections," he said. "I think
legacy is affirmative action for the
upper class."
7)-ilillner said the biggest recipient of
legacy was President George W. Bush,
who was admitted to Yale University
because of his father.
"We need to look at the performance of George (W.) Bush who was
struggling for a C average at Yale," he
said.
"People of color are taxpayers and
denying their children higher education is bad public policy," Millner said.
He said affirmative action is not a
burning issue at SJSU because very
few applicants are turned away from
the university

Laura Thomas, a senior in liberal
studies at SJSU, said she thinks
minorities should get into universities
on their own merit, and that race
should not be a significant factor in
admission procedures.
"In higher level universities such as
Harvard (University) or Stanford
(University), to make sure that a certain amount of race is getting in the
university, they will cut off people who
may have qualified just to make up the
quota of so many Asians or African
Americans," she said.
"They will bring in people who
aren’t necessarily as qualified- and not
up to the level just to make their
quota," Thomas said.
Andy Nguyen, a senior majoring in
business at SJSU, said higher end
schools such as Harvard, Yale and
Princeton University should have
affirmative action because they give an
advantage to legacy students.
"I know that in most of these schools
if the parents have been there, it is
most likely that the kids are going
there," Nguyen said.
He said those students get prece-
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dence over others because their parents are richer and they know the
admission system at the university.
That is why he believes affirmative
to give minoriaction is necessary
ties a chance.
Nguyen said he doesn’t think SJSU
needs affirmative action because it is
already a diverse campus and is equal
in its admission policy.
According to information released
from the 11C students and alumni
coalition, Rosa Figueroa-Versage, currently a third-year law student at UC
Hastings, said, "The worst thing
about not having other Latinos in my
classes is that I am expected to be the
voice for my people."
In the documents, she stated that
every time she manages to work up
the courage to speak., whatever she
says is taken to be the opinion of all
the Latinos in the United States.
"I know that I am alone and would
not have allies in my positions and
statements," Figueroa-Versage said in
the documents. "Therefore, I often
just sit in class and swallow my
thoughts."

TER

Accident investigation board says Columbia
began shedding pieces over California
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
Space shuttle Columbia began losing pieces over the California coast
well before it disintegrated over
Texas, the accident investigation
board reported Tuesday, finally confirming what astronomers and amateur skywatchers have been saying
from Day One.
But board member James Hallock, a
physicist and chief of the
Transportation Department’s aviation
safety division, said the fragments
were probably so small they burned
up before reaching the ground.
He said the conclusion that the
space shuttle was shedding pieces a
full six minutes before it came apart
over Texas was based on images of the
doomed flight. Astronomers and
amateurs on the West Coast photographed and videotaped the shuttle s final minutes.
"Obviously, it would be very important to understand what those pieces
are, particularly the ones that started
falling off at the very beginning,"
because they would shed light on the
earliest stages of the breakup, he said.
However, Hallock said the pieces

that came off early did not seem to be
very big, judging from the light
reflected off them.
"For us to find something that far
back along the path, I think it’s going
to have to be a pretty substantial piece
of the shuttle itself, he said.
Moreover, he added: "That’s a lot of
area to be looking. ... We have the
Grand Canyon area and all of the
areas of Southern California, the
mountainous area and stuff like this,
that even if we could home in on
some of these things, it’s going to be
very difficult to find it. But we sure
would like to see it."
In their second news conference in
as many weeks, the board members
also said they are not convinced the
debris that hit the left wing shortly
after liftoff on Jan. 16 was insulating
foam from the external fuel tank. It is
possible the debris was actually ice or
much heavier insulating material
behind the foam, they said.
Hallock said the suspected breach in
Columbia’s left wing had to have been
bigger than a pinhole, in order to
allow the superheated gases surrounding the ship to penetrate the hull.

In other news:
The board said it hopes to hold
its first public hearing next week,
possibly on Feb. 27, to listen to nonNASA experts who have theories
about what destroyed the shuttle.
The hearing will be held somewhere
in the Houston area. The board has
been criticized by some U.S. lawmakers as being too closely tied to
NASA.
"We will invite experts who are not
associated with any U.S. government
program who have theories or
hypothesis, who have written to us or
provided research documents, to
express to us their opinions," said
board chairman Harold Gehman Jr., a
retired Navy admiral. "That way we
get input ... not by any government
agency."
The board split into three teams
Tuesday materials, operations and
technology and began delving into
what may have caused a breach in the
shuttle’s left wing.
An Air Force telescope in Maui
took pictures of Columbia as the
shuttle orbited overhead during its
mission. Gehman said the images

mtmuedirm Page 1
for
brochure,
"Searching
Scholarships," available for every
department on campus, made by
SJSU Financial Aid and Scholarship
Office.
At first, scholarship seekers should
start searching available awards and
get their essays ready, the brochure
stated. Then, they should talk to faculty members in their own departments and ask for letters of recommendation.
Merwyn Krun, senior political science major, who applied and qualified
last year for a scholarship program
called Social Science Young, said that
filling out the application form and
receiving recommendation letters
from two professors was tedious and
consumed a lot of his study-time. But
he said he is still planning to continue
applying this year because he feels it is
worth it.
Krun said he works hard to keep up
his GPA to meet the committees
rigid requirements.
GPA matters," Evans said. "We are
looking for someone above and
beyond the average."
After all documents are set, students
should write resumes and portray
their involvement in community serv-

STUDENT TRAVEL
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were being analyzed and it was too
soon to know whether they may hold
clues to the shuttle’s demise.
An external fuel tank identical to
the one used by Columbia has been
impounded at the Michoud Assembly
Facility in New Orleans and will be
tested. If any destructive testing is
performed, engineers need to be careful because "we only get one shot at
Gehman said.

Ice and leadership on and oft campus,
Evans said.
When writing essays and resumes,
she suggests that students revise Carefully, be professional and take responsibility for their statements because
those are the only clues, from which
the committees can evaluate.
Evans said community service, contribution to the SJSU campus and
leadership experience make people
stand out.
Next, students should register for
private scholarship notifications,
at
done
be
can
which
www.fastweb.com, and also fill out
the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid, or FAFSA, she said.
FAFSA opens doors for all students
who meet criteria for financial aid and
makes them eligible for grants, Evans
said.
For students such as Kevin Barbee,
a senior pictorial arts major, and
Chris Dufala, a graduate student in
fine arts, both who were unfamiliar
with available scholarships outside
their own departments, FAFSA has
been useful.
Evans said scholarships are always
beneficial "for people who distinguish
themselves through research, study
and contributions to their major and
the community."
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Additional 20,000
Army troops ordered
to Persian Gulf
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
Defense Department has activated
more than 20,000 more Army troops to
be sent to the Persian Gulf as the U.S.
military buildup continues for a possible
war with Iraq, Pentagon officials said
Tuesday.
Deployment orders signed by Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld over the
weekend will send the Army’s 3rd
Armored Cavalry Regiment and several
smaller units to the area around Iraq,
where they willairoeian
150,000
in the region.
other U.S. forces
gion.
The other units include an artillery
bngade, a combat support hospital, a
chemical weapons defense company, a
military police unit,"civil affairs" specialists in humanitarian missions and rear
area support units, officials said.
The latest deployment is Fart of a
steady stream of American military personnel being sent to the region in case
President Bush decides to go to war to
topple Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein.
Bush has said time is running out for
Saddam to give up his banned weapons
of mass destruction before U.S. takes
military action.
The 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment
has more than 300 tanks and armored
vehicles, as well as helicopters like the
AH-64 Apache. The unit is trained for
Fast, long-range, armored strikes such as
the one analysts say is likely to form the
core of any U.S. ground invasion of Iraq.
The regiment, based in Fort Carson,
Colo., has about 6,000 soldiers and support staff
Meanwhile, an Air Force Reserve unit
that specializes in airlifting wounded
soldiers to military hospitals, among
other missions, announced that more
than 300 of its personnel have been activated for possible assignment to the
Persian Gulf region.
The members of the 445th Airlift
Wing, based at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base near Dayton, Ohio, fly and
maintain C -141C Starlifter cargo
planes. Each plane can carry more than
47 tons of cargo, including either 103
patients with attendants, 168 paratroopen or 208 troops.
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Softball team gears up for makeup game and home opener
s,
s,

By Paulo Hernandez
Daily Stajj Writer

n-

The San Jose State University softball
team returned to San Jose from Las
Cruces, N.M. Sunday night with a 4-1
record to show for its efforts at the New
Mexico State Tournament.
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The team’s
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overall record now stands

at 5-4.

WINDUP
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The Spartans finished second overall in the tournament, beating
Bowling Green State University 6-5,
Eastern Illinois University 6-4,
Marshall University 8-0 and host
New Mexico State University 10-2.
SJSU’s lone setback was a 4-2 loss
against Indiana University.

While the team was generally pleased
with its performance, not everything
went according to plan.
Spartan Head Coach Dee Dee
Enabenter said some players were upset
with their play in a couple games.
"There was one game where we
played ugly and won and there was a
game where we played ugly and lost,"
said Enabenter, referring to the loss
against Indiana and the win against
Eastern Illinois. "I told the team that’s a
characteristic of a team that’s on the
rise," she said.
"We played well in four of the five
games we played in," said sophomore
pitcher Carol Forbes.
"We’re happy with our performance,
but there is always room for improvement," said freshman second baseman
Jessica Guillen. "Against Indiana, one
inning cost us the game," she said,
referring to the three runs scored by the
Hoosiers in the fourth inning of

Friday’s game.
At this early point in the season,
Enabenter said she wants the team to
focus on the process they must take to
be successful, rather than the outcome
of the games.
"We have to work on not panicking in
defensive situations, we have to take
control," Enabenter said.
Enabenter pointed to pitching as one
area that needs improvement.
"Pitchers have to do a better job of
hitting their spots," she said. "We also
have to work on our ability to focus
mentally throughout an entire game.
We have to respond when things seem
to be getting tough."
GuiDen said teammates need to work
on communicating with one another on
the field.
With games scheduled more often for
the team in the next few weeks,
Enabenter said the team has to prepare
for every game.
"We can’t overlook anybody, we have
to get up for everybody the coach said.
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Spartans hosts Fresno State tonight

Forbes shared the same outlook and
have to be ready to play every
game and we have to be confident
going into every game."
Enabenter said that with all the
upcoming games, the team has to focus
more in practice.
"Practices should be more difficult
than the game," she said. "Our practices
have to mean something, they can’t be a
simple walk through. There is still a lot
of work to do."
Forbes wouldn’t comment on any specific opponent for which the team prepares, but said, "We always have to
bring our best game. As long as we
bring our game, nobody can beat us."
The Spartans’ next game, a make up
game of last week’s which waspostponed because of rain, is Thursday at
Santa Clara University First pitch is
scheduled for 1 p.m.

said, "We

SJSU opens its home schedule with a
game slated for noon on Saturday
against Sacramento State University on
the SJSU

SJSU baseball team fails 2-1 to USF for first time since 2001 season
Daily StaffReport
The San Jose State University
men’s baseball team fell 2-1 to the
Dons of the University of San
Francisco on Tuesday afternoon.

SPARTAN

ROUNDUP
The game was decided in the fifth
inning when the Dons pinch hitter
Anthony Jimenezdrove in teammate
junior infielder Craig Click. Click

reached base on a single then went to
second on a wild pitch, then stole
third before scoring what would be
the wining run.
The Spartans were held to five hits
in the game - one fewer than the
Dons as USF senior right-hander
Bryan Williams earned his second
save in as many games.
SJSU left-handed reliever Brandon
Dewing (0-1) recorded the loss after
he allowed one run off one hit and
gave up two bases on balls,
The loss was the Spartans first to
the Dons since the 2001 season.
The 4-4 Spartans will now play
host to Washington State University
for a three-game series that begins

Friday at Municipal Stadium.
The first pitch is slated for 2:30
p.m.

Gymnastics
SJSU senior gymnast Dani
Albright was named the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation "Gymnast
of the Week" for the week ending
Feb. 17.
Albright scored a 9.950 on the floor
exercise on Friday against the
University of Seattle Pacific and Air
Force Academy, setting a new school
record on the event. She also placed
second on the vault and third in the
all-around and finished first on the

floor.
Sunday against Sacramento State
University, Albright took first-place
honors for the fourth time this season in the all-around.Her all-around
score of 39.025 at Sacramento State
tied her for 22nd in all-time school
histroy. Albright is also the holder of
the top six all-around scores in
school history. She also finished first
on the vault with a score of 9.800
over the weekend in Sacramento, and

is the school record holder at 9.875
on the event.
Albright also holds the school
record on the floor at 9.950.
The Spartans next meet is on
March 2 at UC Davis.

Tyson pay-day to come as fight is back on; opponent now unclear
LAS VEGAS (AP) - Just when it
seemed Mike Tyson’s world couldn’t
get more bizarre, he outdid himself:

Faced with an uncertain future and
the reality of throwing away a reported $5 million-plus payday, Tyson
woke up in a better mood Tuesday
and pronounced himself ready to
fight after all.
Pk day before, Tyson backed out of
Saturday’s bout against Clifford
Etienne. Now, though, Etienne says
he doesn’t want to fight, leaving the

former heavyweight champion in
need of another opponent.
Tyson boarded- a chartered jet
Tuesday to Memphis, Tenn., according to promoter Gary Shaw, and is
ready to face whoever is in the ring
against him Saturday.
"Mike told me he wants to fight,
and we’re here to fight," trainer
Freddie Roach said after the plane
landed.
Earlier in the day, Roach said he
told Tyson that he didn’t think he was

ready for the fight but would stand
behind him. After landing, Roach
sounded more confident despite

Tyson missing time in the ring.
It didn’t help at all but in a couple
of days we can get the timing back
in," Roach said.
"He’s ready to fight. I don’t care
who they_put out in front of him."
While Tyson’s mood swings are well
known, Etienne had a little fit of his
own.
"I’m going to show him I don’t have

to live by Mike’s rules," Etienne said.
"I think he has mental problems,

but Mike has to live with that."
Etienne’s manager, Les Bonano,
said he tried to talk Etienne into
fighting, but the boxer was adamant.
"He’s not going to fight. It’s official,"
Bonano said. "But in this world, who
knows?"
Proving that an opponent is just an
opponent, however, promoters said
they had four fighters lined up to
replace Etienne.

Josh Sturgis / Daily Staff

Sonnenberg passed the ball during the men’s basketball
team practice as Joe Calderon guarded him, Tuesday.
Scott

Daily Ste. Report

conference play.

The Spartan men’s basketball team
is scheduled to host the Western
Athletic Conference, leading Fresno
State University Bulldogs tonight at
the Event Center.
The Bulldogs hold an overall record
of 18-5 on the season and are 11-3 in

San Jose State University (3-9
WAC, 6-15 overall) returns home
from a 55-54 Sunday victory over the
University of Hawaii.
A win tonight would snap an eightgame losing streak to Fresno State.
Tip-off at the Event Center is slated for 7 p.m.
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PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no daft for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
8/or Early Interventionist sought
Home -based San Jose program
PT or per diem. Salary based on
exp. Call 510-835-2131x104,
Resume to: jobs @esba.org or fax
to Leslie/HR at 510-444-2340.

INTERNET COMM. PR FIRM
is now accepting applications
for motivated student to coordinate
advertising,
publicity,
public relations & promotional
tasks. No experience necessary
but communication skills a must
LIVE IN MANAGER for Private Flexible hours. Excellent pay Call
division
or
Upper
Men’s Dorm.
for interview, 408-977-3636.
Grad student preferred. Call
408-268-1750 - 408-460-5221. WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Small of enthusiastic and energetic
office, phones, reservations, individuals to work at nearby
light computer, good phone malls, hotels & private events.
skills, flex hours between 9am & FT/PT available. We will work
2pm, Mon.- Fri. 408-292-7876 around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
WANT TO MAKE EXTRA $U? DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
Do you want to make your own money. Call 408-867-7275.
hours? Then we’ve got the job
for you, Interviews at the DO YOU LOVE CANDLES?
University Club, Fri., Feb. 21st Want to earn $25- $35/hour +
9:30am to 12:30pm. Call 408- free candles? Give me a call:
295-0150 to schedule an inter- Letricia, 408-227-1087
view (We are hiring 20 people!)
GOLFERS NEEDED to caddie
OFFICE ASSISTANTS NEEDED at exclusive club CordeValle
Sunnyvale.
in
hours
flex
Part-time,
golf club needs professional golf
Computer and marketing work. caddies to service members
For details visit www netgod.net and guests. Golf knowledge and
customer service skills required.
CALL NOW! Training provided. Earn between
FUN JOB!
Part-time work with flexible hours $100 and $200 per day. Call
(5-30 hours per week)
408-686-0857 for more into
Customer service/sales positions
Internships possible
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
PT/FT - Flexible Schedule
All majors may apply
All Shifts- Grave Bonus
Scholarships awarded annually
Student Friendly Will Train
Some conditions apply
40a-247-4827
Stan at 17.25 BASE - appt.
Earn $85 - $500 per week
No experience necessary
Training provided
Guarantee your summer job now!
CALL 615-1500 10 am - 4 pm
*www.worldorstudents.corn/sjsu*

EMPLOYMENT
General

SERVICE SUPERVISOR, M-F,
FT. Provides daily program
planning. activities & supervision for groups of participants
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose. Prey exp managing
staff. $17/hour. Call Ron Halog
408-295-0228. Send resume to
Ron Halog, Easter Seals Bay Area.
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or Fax to 408-275-9858.
Call for educational requirements.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for students!
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or van.
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876.
FRATERNITIES SORORMES
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1.000-$2.000 this
semester, with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly. so get with
the program! It works. Contact
Campusfundraiser at
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraisercom.
ACTIVITY AIDES, PT to work
w/ groups of participants
w/developmental disabilities.
$9.78+ depend on experience
Call Ron Halog 408-295-0228
Mon. -Fri. Resume: Ron Halog
Easter Seals Bay Area. 730
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
fax to 408-275-9858. Must have
minimum of 6 ECE units
$1500 weekly protentlal mailing
our circulars Free information
Call 203-683-0258

GREAT RECREATION JOBS
At The Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
LEADERS, F/T and PIT. Must
be avail M-F, 7:00am-2:00pm &
afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm.
No ECE Units req. Pay range:
$6.75-$13.80/hr. Call Laurie at
354-8700x224. If you have skills
in sports, arts, and group games
and like working with children,
we need you.

RENTAL HOUSING

LIFEGUARDS, Instructional
Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists
Easter Seals Bay Area seek,
part or full-time for San Jose
Mon -Fri, $9.82-$13.42. Call
Jacob - 295-0228 Resume.
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 559.
Certain advertisements In
thews columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
information
additional
be
should
Classified readers
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods a services
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

S_ERVICES

LOST & FOUND

FOR SALE

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
LOST & FOUND ADS are
GOT JUNK?
I-0 1 BDRFA APT Ideal for students.
For your term paper or thesis. offered FREE as a SERVICE to
Sell it in the
So. SJ. Clean, quiet. No pets.
community.
efficient
reliably
campus
Experienced,
the
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Nonsmoker. $900 +dep. incl.
exacting_
I
will
meet
your
deadcable, utilities. 408-224-0123
line. Call Grace 831-475-2796
or evagrace@aol.com.
2 BLOCKS FROM SJSU
2 Bdrm / 2 Bath Apts.
DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ DJ
Some w/ new carpet,
DJ available for any occasion
lino & lighting. No pets.
Special rates for SJSU. Email
$1195/mo+$500 dep.
Leo0J1@aolcom. Call 283-4992
LAW OFFICE NEEDS
508 S. 11th St.
ACROSS
PART-TIME HELP
Call 295-5256 for appt.
CHILD CARE - WG Area, Flex 1 Floor
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
model
File Clerk & Reception.
hours. Spanish/English speaking.
5
Caution
light
15-20 hours per week.
LIVE 1 BLOCK from CAMPUS Contact Diane 408-292-6698 msg.
10 Pack member
$10 to $11 per hour to
Lrg 2b/1 .5b on 9th. Quiet $1100.
start. We are looking for
Newly remodeled 408-309-9554 EDITING& DESIGN SERVICES 14 Alt
intelligence & enthusiasm.
Term paper editing, PowerPoint 15 Roger - who
played 007
""FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT** presentations, web design, and
No experience necessary.
Extra large, newly remodeled: design of marketing materials. 16 Glimmering
Flexible hours during finals
171?
not
2 bdrm/1 bath & 2 bditn/2 lull bath Professional -Creative-Concise
& breaks. Apply in person
18 Refusal (2 wds )
ingigrogi EminEng
apts. $1099/month and up. Also.
M-F between 830 and 400
For rates and into, visit
3 bdmV2 bath apt. $11918= wntedesignsource.com/students 20 Porous gem
1830 The Alameda,
U1000 ODOMO UMOU
premium
22
Will work with you on
San Jose. CA 95126.
E11300
ECU
111001A
2 blocks from SJSU. Water/Trash SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN 23 Bookish types
001510 1300E113 1111311C1
rigs
24
Teamsters
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL paid. Parking avail. Washer/ Dner (includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
help needed for small exclusive on site. Cats OK Well managed year. Save 30% - 60% For info 26 Cheat
27 Anybody
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. student bldg. 408-378-1409.
13EIRIEIDEI
call 1-800-655-3225 or
30 Maine export
Must be reliable, honest, able to
wynw.studentdental.com or
0000E1 R0000
34 Get back
do physical work. Prefer exp FRATERNITY HOUSE 4 RENT
WNW. goldenwestdental.com
35 Herr ’s dwelling
working w/ dogs, but will train. One of a kind $3500 per
giffig 00E1E10 0000E1
Great oppty for dog lover. Can month.408-246- 0031. E ight NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL 36 Team cheer
OGIEMPI 1111[41:11ZI
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or bedrooms, three baths Call Fast. OCCASION. digital photography 37 Draws to a close
services or graphic design? 38 Adjust the wheels
Call 371-9115.
2.24-03
t 2033 uniiin Feature Syndicate ire
40
Steadfast
Infinite Visions has great deals
5 Tsp. or tbsp
33 Turnpike exits
on weddings, quinceaneras, 41 -- you surer
6 Cashmere kin
35 Lay low
graduations or any other special 42 Did great slangily
7 Boxing
39 Was in tront
APPLICANTS WANTED to event video need Picture port- 43 Rutabaga
PROFESSIONAL
45
Lit
matches
40 Wall paintings
study PartIV of the Urantia folios are also available at a low
WORD PROCESSING
47
Backs
out
8
Author
42 Standoffish
your
of
Put
your
slide
show
cost.
Earn
$25,000.
For
details
Book.
Have your theses, term papers, visit www eventodaward com
- Bombeck
44 Golden Rule
pictures on DVD with your 48 Daughter ot
group projects, etc professionHyperion
9 Soldier in gray
word
favorite song playing at the
ally typed APA a specialty
10 Adds a lane
46 Jeans
same time for more info call 49 Scurries
Experienced & dependable
11
Bloodhound’s
47
Heckles
50
Good.
to
Pedro
408-885-0757 or 408-561-2710.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
53 Ms Taylor briefly
clue
49 San -. Calif
Linda for an appointment at PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call
12 X rated
54 Happen
50 Phoenician
BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 or
(408) 264-4504
58 Auto supply buy
13 Cooling devices
deity
800-550-4900 Free/Confidential
61 "Free Willy whale
19 Haughty people 51 Take apart
62 Bede or Ant
21 Strauss of jeans 52 Incoming -plane
63 Disturbing emotion 25 Threatens
stats
64 Sushi fish
53 Late -night host
26 Bar seating
65 Red-ink item
27 Vent with
55 Ship’s
FOR/
N
AGENCY RATES CALI.
frenzy
66 Lasso
personnel
28 Rousseau or
67 Trade
56 Pac-10 team
Matisse
57 Talk hoarsely
DOWN
29 Writer - Nash
59 Took part in a
30 Trail behind
1 Bottomless
10K
31 Fastening a
2 She. in Montreal
60 Poet’s before
3 Tableland
shoe
32 Ghostlike
4 Abroad

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

0000M 00000 MOM
@MEMO M0001 0010
u0E100 EI@OBB OCIN
0000 MMUOM
L11:110130130
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013E1E113 121E1111111I21E1
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Iii101.1 GIBILEBEI 012111111C1
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WORD PROCESSING

WANTED

HEALTH & BEAUTY

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

ENGLISH MAJORS - Copy/
Technical Writing position IS
now available 10-12 hours
per week, must work between
9am to 5pm Mon -Fri. contact
the Student Union Administration
office, top floor. 924-6310.

classifiedfiimc.sjsu.edu
Awimasiwimmi4

408-924-3277

sbot6a65.6inilionnirsimrinir6pcintincnbatirintiu

IZILT:11:1LIULKILIULILILILILILILQUCILILILIUUJULJUU

1

DIJUDEDUI3DDIJUUDDIJUIJUDDUDUCIUDDJUU
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

Nof

Four
Five
Two
Three
One
Days
Days Days
Days
Day
$11
$13
$9
3 lines
$7
$5
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DistOUNTS;
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff II faculty.
F irst line in bold for no extra charge up 10 25 spaces.
Additional words may he set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Address

SJSU STUDENT

* Lost &

RATE:

25. OFF

Found ads are offered

City a Stale

./
Please check
one classification:
Zip code

Phone

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Joss State University
San Joss CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
No refunds on canceled ads
All
IS are prepaid
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
924-3277
(408)
CALL
al QUESTIONS?

L 051 and F ounif
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Salo
Electronic’
Wanted
Ernploymeni
Opportunities

Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
._Real Estate
_SWAMI
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thrills

_Insurance
Entertainment
__Travel
._Tutoring
_Word Processing

- Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
free as a service to the campus community.
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WEATHER I Rain, thunderstormsforecastfor today

SUBWAY
z ire suspect. The man sat frowning on a
bed wearing a hospital smock, his face
hands smudged with soot.
where people apparently suffocated as and
Police Sgt. Yu lieung-soo said Kim
they tried to escape. On the platform had
burned on both legs and the
and in the trains were the ashen bones rightbeen
wrist. But a doctor told YTN that
of those trapped an the flames.
Chung Sook-jae, 54, rushed to the the man’s only injury was from smoke
scene after her daughter, 26-year-old inhalation.
YTN, without citing sources, also
Min Shim-eun, telephoned her hus- reported
that the suspect worked as
band to say she was choking. Then the
truck driver and had once threatened
line went dead.
the hospital where he
"She never caused any problems. She to burn downunsatisfactory
treatment.
received
was a good kid. Why does this have to had
In
the
minutes
after the fire
happen to her?" Chung cried. if she’s
smoke billowed out of the
not out by now, she’s probably dead. thick black
ventilation shafts. Downtown
What am I going to do if her body is subway’s
traffic came to a standstill as ambulances
all burned out of recognition?"
suits and
Officials said that the fire was put out and firefighters wearing orange
tanks rushed to the scene.
by 1 p.m., about three hours after it oxygen
Rescuers brought victims, their faces
started, but toxic gas from the fire and
black with soot, up to the
delayed rescue efforts, according to the streetclothes
in stretchers and slid them into
Yonhap news agency. The acrid odor of
burned plastic wafted over the scene ambulances. Relatives massed at the
hours after the flames were extin- site, many wailing in grief.
Lee Hyung-hwa, a doctor at Kwak
guished.
Police were interrogating Kim Die- hospital, near the attack site, said that
han, 56, who witnesses said carried the most of the victims at his hospital sufcarton into the subway car, police Lt. fered from smoke inhalation and were
Kim Byong-hak said. Another official, at risk for developing pneumonia and
speaking on condition of anonymity, lung damage.
"It will take at least a week to see how
said the suspect had been treated for
their symptoms develop," he said.
mental illness in the past.
Kim Ho-keun, with his wife and
Authorities and witnesses said the
attacker took out the carton and tried granddaughter at his side, said his surto light it with a cigarette lighter. vival was bittersweet.
"I’m so happy to see my family again,
Passengers moved to stop him and a
scuffle broke out. He finally lit the box, but my heart aches thinking about the
people who died," he said.
and it exploded into flames.
Daegu, one of the 10 World Cup socYTN aired footage of the frantic
scene inside a hospital, showing nurses cer venues last year, has a population of
attending to a man who reportedly was 2.5 million.

continuedfrom page I

continuedfrom page 1
as "quite nice," said she takes advan
!age of sunny days at SJSU by study mg between classes or sketching.
"I like this area," she said. ’There
isn’t as much traffic. You can hear the
bells (from Tower Hall). It’s malls
nice."
Hooper recommends that every stu
dent go out and buy a plastic folder
because it could be of good use on a
sunny day, while relaxing on the lawn
"Everyone should have a handy
dandy plastic folder," she said. -ft
works well to sit on."
Not too far away, sitting in front of
the Central Classroom building, were
Jaclyn
Tonita
Daniels
and
Hirschmann, both seniors majoring
in communications studies.
"I’m enjoying it (the weather) a lot,"
Daniels said. it’s a lot warmer than I
expected."
Hirschmann said she was just hanging out feeling the warmth on her
back. She said she really enjoys sunny
weather and hoped it would continue.
Daniels and Hirschmann said students at SJSU appeared to be in good
spirits and they noticed more students smiling.
"Everyone seems more friendly
today," Hirschmann said.
She may have a point.
According to an article by a
Stanford University senior fellow,
sunny weather does affect a person’s
mood.
"Warm weather improves people’s
moods," Thomas Gale wrote. Rarely
does anyone ... complain about sun-

I.
- ""’"

ermeMInsaatim

Saon Yoneda / Daily Staff
Ellen Hooper, a junior majoring in interior design, took off her socks and enjoyed the sunshine while she
listened to a recorded lecture Tuesday afternoon.
shine."
Marco Diego, a senior majoring in
graphic design, was standing around
with friends at the tables in front of
the Spartan Bookstore.

He said he had been at the beach
earlier in the afternoon and was
thinking of going back
"I was iust lounging, enjoying the
sunshine, Diego said.

Chicago officials ask judge to jail owner of club where 21 died
CHICAGO (AP) City officials
demanded that a judge jail the owner
of the E2 nightclub for at least a year
Tuesday, saying he was illegally operating the place when 21 people were
killed in a stampede.
The city said Dwain Kyles had
ignored a court order from last July to
shut the place down because of building code violations that included failure to provide enough exits. City officials asked Circuit Judge Daniel
Lynch to find Kyles in criminal contempt of court and put him behind
bars.
"You don’t have a right to disobey a
court order until someone catches you
or until a disaster happens," Mayor
Richard M. Daley said.
Andre Grant, an attorney for the
owners of the E2 nightclub, contended a deal had been reached in October
to keep the place open.
City officials disputed that.
"There is absolutely no such agreement, either written or oral," said
Mara Georges, the city’s chief lawyer.
"Obviously, these people were intent

on breaking the law, and they broke
the law."
She said the city had done everything in its power to keep the nightclub closed in civil housing court.
However, Police Superintendent
Terry Hillard said Tuesday that police
had been unaware of any order to shut
down El. He said he had even told
officers to pay special attention to the
location alter crowd-control help was
requested there.
The city also asked the judge to fine
Kyles and his company, Le Mirage
Inc., which owns the nightclub, and to
fine a second company, Lesly Motors
Inc., which owns the building.
The judge did not immediately act
on the request. He said he would give
the two companies 10 days to respond.
Kyles appeared at the city’s legal office
late Tuesday and accepted a summons
to appear in court on March 7.
Jenny Hoyle, a spokeswoman for the
city Law Department, said judges
have wide discretion on what penalties
they impose for criminal contempt.
Lynch said acts of contempt considl-

ered minor have a jail limit of less than
six months; major offenses can lead to
much longer sentences.
Twenty-one people were killed early
Monday in a stampede down a stairwell that began when security guards
broke up a fight by spraying pepper
spray. A lawyer for the club operators
suggested someone might have shouted a warning about a terrorist attack
Police have begun interviewing hundreds of witnesses who were in the

4k.

crowded second-floor nightclub on
the near South Side. The Rev. Jesse
Jackson said Kyles was the son of a
longtime friend and had submitted to
police questioning Monday.
In the panic, club-goers who had
been partying moments earlier found
themselves squashed in the stairway,.
Bodies were trampled and flattened
against the glass doors.
Some witnesses said the door at the
bottom of the stairwell became

blocked by the mass of people. Others
claimed security guards closed it
shortly after the stampede began,
trapping people inside.
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If you have ASTHMA you can help
fight this disease!

OCUS
Optometry Inc.

A

Learn how you can participate in an Asthma research study.

COMPENSATION FOR YOUR TIME AND TRAVEL
& ASTHMA ASSOCIATES
EiALLERGY
OF SANTA CLAFtA VALLEY RESEARCH CENTER

42 South First St. (by Santa Data Si)
SanJose, CA 95113
Phone 408-295.0246
Open Mon-Fri from 1Oarn.6pm
’Please bring valid ID

A

ilifti 4155 Moorpark Avenue, San lose, CA

WE NEED YOUR HELP! Please call or tell a friend
(408) 553-0709, ext. 237 or 1-800-742-7846
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Now Accepting
Applications
for
Distinctive Scholarships

Students

LIFE DE

FABULOUS

c&attio-ic

if you could fit your computer, phone, calendar, address
book and camera into your hip pocket?

,X;raitatiare4

You can! No bigger than a deck of cards, the T-Mobile
Sidekick is your all -in -one wireless communication device.

By faculty, staff or students

outstanding student
leaders and activists of
su to be inducted into the:

for

Executive Council Scholarship

$1500 to 10 recipients

THE T-MOBILE SIDEKICK

fully matriculated, full time SJSU students
completed at least 15 semester units
3.0 SJSU GPA
leadership experience

Board of Directors Scholarship

VISIT THE DEMO TABLE..

On line filing application is open until
March 3, 2003 Scholarships will be
awarded during the summer and early fall
Go online at http://soholarshipsOu.sdu to
download an application today or call Maureen
Evans at 408.924.8098 for more info

locoed onside one mina union
on Foram 20 126 and march I.

Honoring the "Unsung
Heroes" of SJSU

$1500 t, 10 recipients
fully matriculated, full time SJSU students
completed at least 15 semester units
2.5 SJSU GPA
financial need
leadership experience

TEST DRIVE

Email friends with tales of your adventures and even attach snapshots
Download a nomination form
at as.ajsu.eduiforms/index.jap.

Instant message your buddies with the latest gossip
Browse the web to check listings, buy tickets and get directions
Check your calendar so you won’t miss a beat

Completed Nomination forms
must be faxed in (at 924.6238) or
returned to the A.S. Government
Office no later than March 17th.
The A.S. Government Office is located on the 2nd floor of the A.S.
House, at San Carlo St. Plaza, in
front of Duncan Hall.

Call your sister just to say hello
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Recipients of the A.S. Scholarships and AS 55 Award will
be honored at the A.S. Award Ceremony on April 24, 2003.
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